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Sisters Serve Together
Robbin Danec DeMeester '85N and
Tammi Danec Maloney '80Njournalled
their summer vacation in thefollowing
story. Intending to spend vacation "away
from it all," our vacation instead turned
into an opportunityfor ministry. Few
would choose to give up a health spa
vacationfor two weeks of working at
orphanages in Albania's capital city. They
provided school and play materials, taught
Vacation Bible School, music, and crafts
for both young and older children in two
orphanages. Here are their thoughts...

Choosing Ministry
Robbin Danec DeMeester '85N
fter 12 years of changing
diapers, wiping noses, and
picking up toys, my sister
and I determined we
deserved a vacation. We
had been dutiful wives for
a combined total of twenty-five years, and
we had six children between us. We did
not think it would be too extreme a request
to tell our husbands we were planning a
getaway.
We thought a health spa might be in
order, so we began the process of scanning
the nation's most luxurious, exquisite,
aesthetically pleasing, and reasonablypriced spas. But when the time came to
make a deposit on a resort, we found a
"kink" in our plan.
We heard about mission teams that had
gone to Albania from Calvary Church and
had often commented to one another about
the incredible opportunity this ministry
holds. After information about a recent trip
appeared in the church bulletin, we
discussed the subject again. Was this a
realistic opportunity for us? Could we
travel overseas, leave our families, and
minister to children in a former communist
country? Could we raise support($1500
for the two-week "vacation") and
complete the necessary details for such a

trip? After paperwork and interviewing
were complete, the Danec sisters were
indeed going to Albania!
Sharing an experience like this with a
sibling was a tremendous gift from God.
Because we are sisters, many of our life
experiences are similar, and so are our
frames of reference. This heightened the
heartbreak and heartwannth as we
experienced the lifestyle of a recentlyfreed communist country. Having the
same mom as well as being moms
ourselves enhanced our empathy for the

Albanian orphans to whom we quickly
became "mothers." The trip provided a
special bond within our biological family
and our Christian family. If the Lord
allows, we plan to return to be affected
and changed by the wonderfully loving
Albanian people who in just ten days
changed our lives.
Tom '83 and Robbin Danec
DeMeester '85N live in Grand Rapids,
Michigan and have two children, Emily
(5)and Jared (3). They attend Calvary
Church, which sponsors this annual trip.
continued on page 1

Ministry At Cedarville
t Cedarville College, the responsibility to minister locally and abroad is
taken seriously. Seven days of the week you will find Cedarville students
serving others, whether it be building friendships at Heathergreene Nursing
Home, witnessing in downtown Cincinnati, hosting families at Ronald
McDonald House, or teaching a Sunday School class in a local church.
During the 1994-95 school year, churches across the United States
welcomed the ministies of seven traveling teams comprised of 58 members. Cedarville
College music, drama, and puppet teams visited 20 states from Florida to New England tial
Illinois. In addition to weekends, spring break, and summer vacations, these students
IN
sacrifice an average of six practice hours weekly!
The Missionary Internship Service(MIS)sent over 250 students into 23 foreign countries.
Principles learned in the classroom were put into practice as engineering students completed projects in the Ivory Coast,
education majors taught English in Hungary and Japan, and future nurses offered their skills to African mission hospitals.
Many other students serve in the area of music, children's clubs, and athletics.
Brandon Waltz '87, director of community ministries, shares his perspective of Cedarville College's ministry mindset—
"Ministry is ALIVE at Cedarville. We provide the resources, but it is the students' energy and enthusiasm that make the
ministry programs happen. We have dedicated young adults who love to
minister to people in the community and around the world."

CDR Listeners Respond
To Worldwide Needs
or nine years, CDR Radio Network listeners have been active in
providing Bibles and immediate humanitarian relief in Russia, Somalia,
Rwanda and other countries. "Christians want to be good stewards of
the resources God has provided," comments General Manager Paul
Gathany '63 about the
network's emphasis on
promoting missions and
worldwide relief efforts. "It's essential
that we model our message by extending
a helping hand to our brothers and sisters
overseas."
One of those efforts included a
partnership with Susan Perry Snyder '78
of Russian Gospel Ministries. Sue
coordinates relief shipments from their
Elkhart, Indiana headquarters. CDR
listeners joined other believers across the
country to provide basic food supplies
such as rice and flour for Russian
Christians in homeless shelters, hospitals,
Sue Snyder '78 and her son, Brent(6), pray
and nursing homes.
faithfullyfor Russian Gospel Ministries.
Sue, who graduated from Cedarville
Brent eagerly shares his toys and clothing
with a degree in elementary education,
with needy children in Russia.
also enjoys instructing and motivating
children to respond to the needs of the world. She admits,"As a mother, my heart
breaks when I think of parents in Eastern Europe who can't find clothes or food or
even a teddy bear for their kids. I have a bond with many moms that I will never meet
in person, through our Lord Jesus Christ. What a great way to show God's love!"
For information on how you or your church can provide clothing or other resources
for Russian believers, contact Sue Snyder at:
Russian Gospel Ministries
3128 Lexington Park Drive
Elkhart, IN 46514
Phone: 219-522-3486
Fax: 219-293-1932
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Habitat For HumanityMinistry In A Variety Of
Settings
Cedarville students have numerous opportunities for ministry while at
Cedarville College. One particular ministry is Habitat for Humanity, led
by Cindy Sutter-Tkel, assistant professor in the Department of History
and Social Sciences and director of the College's social work program.
Habitat for Humanity involves assisting needy people through
building housing, providing clothes and food, and helping with general
home repairs. This past school year included a work day in which the
Cedarville Habitat for Humanity group traveled to Xenia, Ohio to help some elderly
ladies with house painting. According to Cindy, the ladies were so happy with the
work that they asked the students to come inside the houses and make some repairs.
Cindy found out about the ladies' needs through a door-to-door survey that she and
the students conducted earlier this year.
The Cedarville Habitat for Humanity group also provides students with the
opportunity to take a different kind of Spring Break. This year, the group traveled to
Gainesville, Florida to construct housing for two homeless families. In 1994, the
group traveled to Mexico, and to Louisiana in 1993. Each Spring Break trip involved
many hours of construction, as well as opportunities to share the Gospel with people
in the area.
Cindy shares,"People are amazed that we would travel all that way to help someone
we don't even know. That presents an open door to share that it is Christ who
motivates us to help others."
Cedarville's Habitat for Humanity group has about fifteen members who participate
on work days, which are held one Saturday each month. According to Cindy, students
continue to show enthusiasm in helping others and often bring friends along to hel
with a variety of projects.

"Friday Night Alive"
ost people anticipate Friday night as personal time to relax
and socialize. But 1985 graduate Mike Mikesell devotes his
Friday evenings to the young men and women held in the Greene
County Juvenile Detention Center in Xenia, Ohio. Being
involved in the Ohio Veteran Children's Home ministry at
Cedarville College encouraged Mike's burden for teenagers.
"Friday Night Alive," a volunteer program begun four years ago, reaches these
troubled teens through group activities and personal interaction. Because only a
handful of teenagers remain in the detention center from week to week, each Friday
offers a fresh circle of hurting young people. After an icebreaker activity, a volunteer
shares a personal testimony or brings a devotional. In one session, teens were
captivated by 1989 Cedarville graduate Marty Larson, who shared how God saved
and changed him from a life of drug and alcohol use.
While decisions for Christ have been made, Mike says one burden remains
constant—"Once God saves these young people, the greatest struggle is helping them
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Continuing to Minister
Tammi Danec Maloney '80N
hen the phone rings at 5:30 a.m., it means one thing—a
client crisis. My husband Vance, a counseling psychologist
and professor, often receives calls from stressed clients at
unconventional hours. So when the phone rang early one
Saturday morning, I tried to ignore the conversation.
We had been praying since my return from Albania about
the possibility of bringing one of the older girls from the orphanage to America
on a student visa. After many phone calls, talking to the local school district, and
seeking advice from government officials, we finally completed all of the forms
and letters necessary to request a student visa.
Prayerfully, we mailed the packet of papers, hoping it would arrive at the Hope
for the World offices in Albania. We began preparing our children for the
possibility of adding to our family. Their excitement caused my hopes to soar,
and I dreamed of sharing first experiences with a new family
member...swimming pools, pizza, parks, Christmases, grocery stores, movies, a
zoo, amusement parks,
McDonalds, and the mall!
My husband, on the other,
hand, attempted to keep
this in perspective. We had'
heard that the possibility of,
bringing an Albanian
teenager to the States does
not often turn into reality.
Each day we committed the
situation to God. The
package of forms had not
arrived in Albania two
weeks after we mailed
them. But God was in
control! The U.S. Embassy
in Albania granted a student Sisters Robbin Danec DeMeester '85N & Tammi
Danec Maloney '80N share their love with Dhurata
visa five days after
Kola, a 17-year-old Albanian orphan.
receiving the paperwork.
After shaking me into semi-consciousness that Saturday morning, Vance
mouthed the word Kola. His big grin and thumbs-up told me that God had given
us a "YES" to our prayers. Dhurata Kola, a 17-year old Albanian orphan would
come to live with our family in September of 1994,just a few months after my
sister and I returned from the summer missions trip.
I began a mental list of who I would call to share this incredible news. After all,
it was almost 6 a.m. Isn't everyone awake by then?
Vance '79 and Tammi Danec Maloney '80N live in Upland, Indiana with their
.four children—Brendan (14), Erin (11), Ryan (6), and Nicholas(3)—and
Dhurata Kola.
After returningfrom their trip to Albania in 1994, Robbin and Tammi continued
to prayfor the many children they met and built relationships with. From
Tammi's story, you read that their ministry continued with Kola as she came to
the United States to live with the Maloneyfamily. Kola is enrolled as a junior in
igh school thisfall and can remain in the U.S. with the Maloneys as long as she
a student. Robbin and Tammi continued their ministry even further, as they
raveled back to Albania this summer to work with the same orphanages. This
enabled the sisters to continue building relationships with children they had
worked with during the summer of1994. A lovefor Albania and her people has
blossomed into a.family affair. Vance Maloney '79 led a group ofcollege
students on a recent trip to work in the University, and Erin Maloney (11), wants
to visit Albania with her mom and Aunt Robbin on a summer trip. Both Tammi
and Robbin cite their Cedarville MIS and traveling ministry experiences as an
influencefor continuing to minister on these short-term missions trips to Albania.

From The Director's Chair
esus' life of ministry is a fascinating study. On one hand,
He worked with a specific group of hand-picked men
whom He encouraged and admonished. Jesus spent three
and a half years of his life on earth with these men...day in
and day out. They, in turn, ministered to thousands in
settings too numerous to mention. On the other hand, Jesus
states in Scripture that a cup of cold water given in His
name is an act which shall be blessed (Matthew 10:42). That act of
kindness doesn't take much time. The fascinating point is that, no
matter how grand or how small, the act of ministry done in Jesus' name
is pleasing to God.
At any given point during the school year,40 to 50 percent of the
Cedarville College student body is involved in the Christian Ministries
program. From our alumni survey conducted in spring 1994, we found
that the majority of Cedarville College alumni who responded are
active in ministry and cited their Cedarville experience as a solid foundation to build upon. In this
issue of Inspire, we have brought you some highlights from the Division of Christian Ministries and
from alumni who are active in a wide variety of helping opportunities. These stories in no way begin
to scratch the surface of what is being accomplished in His name by Cedarville alumni, but these
articles are meant to encourage us all with the tasks of helping others.
My personal encouragement to you is to try a random act of kindness! Yes,I know we are all busy
teaching Sunday School, involved in short term missions trips, collecting clothing for homeless
shelters, and much more. But try a little something spontaneous—a note of love and appreciation to
your parents, changing a flat tire for a stranded motorist, paying for the next car in line at the toll
booth, or buying ice-cream cones for your next door neighbors. God commands His children to be
involved and then He opens a vast array of opportunities each day for us to practice ministering to
others.
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October 20 & 21
• Class reunions for years ending in 0 & 5
• All Alumni Chapel
• Homecoming Parade on Main Street
•Tours of the two new dormitories,
McKinney Hall and McChesney Hall
• Views of construction of the new
Ministry Center in progress
(from a distance, please!)
• Special reunions for Heritage,
BBI, ADO,WSRN,and
1985 nursing class alumni
• 2nd Annual Alumni Auction

Jane Adams Smith '84
Director of Alumni Relations

The Alumni Council
Grir

lhe purpose of the Alumni Association shah
be the promotion of the interests of Cedarville
College and the provision of Christian
fellowship, information, education, and service
opportunities to the glory of God."

(Front row, left to right)
Daniel Hicks '78, DeMaurice Smith '85, Angela Cooke Jackson '84, Jane Adams Smith '84
(Back row, left to right)
Robert Foreman '77, Stefanie Pratt Wimmer '85, Rod Lane '64, Sandra Holwerda Schlappi '75
(Not pictured: Sherry Rotramel Bouquet '87)

Announcing the
Second Annual
Alumni Auction!
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omecoming 1995 will host the second
annual auction to benefit the Alumni
Scholarship Fund. Last year, over $20,000
was added to this fund through the efforts of
generous alumni and friends, a
hard-working committee, and
an active bidding floor.
Look for this action-packed
event to take place at 2 p.m. on
October 21, under the Alumni
Tent on the north side of
campus. Items already
contributed for the 1995
Alumni Auction include a hand-stitched patriotic quilt, an African
violet cross-stitch sampler, beautifully designed contemporary and
western jewelry, domestic and international airline tickets, a soft
water service package, professional portraits, bed-and-breakfast
packages, and much more! We continue to look for artistic and
unique auction donations from alumni and friends of Cedarville
College. If you would assist with this tremendous cause, please
contact Sandy Millikin Entner '59 at 513-766-7855 or Jane
Adams Smith '84 at 1-800-837-2566. Your contribution
makes this event a success for current students and for the
Alumni Scholarship Fund!
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The 1995 Yellow Jacket Golf Tournament saw 47 alumni and
friends of Cedarville College return for a wonderful day of golf
and fellowship. Mark Combs '93 (pictured) took the men's first
place trophy with a 76, while Linda Mounts, mother of Eric
Mounts '81, scored a 106 for the women's trophy.

Dr. John Silvius, professor of biology, received the Faculty
Award for Teaching Excellence from the Southwestern
Council for Higher Education (SOCHE). Cedarville had earlier
presented him the college's Faculty Scholar Award for 1995.
Silvius has published 19 articles in professional journals,
numerous abstracts of other papers, and two books.
Principles and Perspectives is the textbook used in
Cedarville's Principles of Biology course. It presents biology
from a Christian and creationist perspective and is now in its
second edition.

Alumni Council News
1996 Candidates
For The Alumni Council
Richard Blumenstock'63

Merilee Johnson Shank '75

Richard earned his bachelor of arts in Bible in 1963. He
also earned a master of theology degree from Dallas
Theological Seminary in 1967 and in 1993 completed a
doctorate in ministry from Western Seminary.
Dr. Blumenstock is an assistant professor in the
Department of Biblical Education at Cedarville College
and enjoys interacting with college students. The
Blumenstock family are members of Grace Baptist
Church in Cedarville, but for the past four years,
Richard has served as interim pastor in many area
churches—currently they attend First Baptist of
Blanchester. In his spare time, Dr. Blumenstock has
authored several books including discipleship training
manuals and a study of presuppositional evangelism. Richard's wife, Helen, also
works at Cedarville College in the president's office. The Blumenstocks have three
adult children—Janet, Rich, and Jim, a junior at Cedarville College.

As the daughter of Cedarville's academic vice-president
(Dr. Cliff Johnson) while attending college in the early
70's, Merilee stepped onto campus with a great deal of
knowledge about the staff, faculty, and town of Cedarville.
Merilee has continued her relationship with Cedarville as a
resident of the village, employee of the College until 1993,
and wife of a former alumni council member,Steve
Shank '73. Merilee currently works at home and in the
community on the PTO committee and with Cedarville
High School Athletic Boosters. The three Shank children,
Craig (17), Katie (14), and Kim (11), keep her busy. The
Shanks attend Grace Baptist Church in Cedarville, where
Merilee serves as a senior high youth leader and enjoys
singing in the choir.

William "Butch" Davis'92

Amy graduated from Cedarville College with a bachelor of
arts degree in biology. Today her involvement with her
children and with the local chapter of Family and
Community Educators allows her to share her love for the
sciences and for learning. Amy has also been involved with
the College through the years as an advisor to the
cheerleading squad, member of the Yellow Jacket Club,
and employee. Amy and her husband, Mark Womack '80,
Cedarville's sports information director, live in the village
and attend Grace Baptist Church, where they serve as senior
high youth leaders. The Womacks have three daughters—
Amber(10), Aubrey (8), and Alison (5).

As a former member of the Undergraduate Alumni
Association(UAA), Butch brings to the ballot a
knowledge of several alumni events and activities.
Butch was actively involved with UAA for two years as
a student and maintains involvement with Cedarville
through faithful prayer, financial gifts, and organization
of regional gatherings. Butch and his wife, Dawn Hicks
Davis '90, live in Ticonderoga, New York, where he
works for a local credit union. They attend
Mountainside Bible Chapel in Schroon Lake, New York
and teach the four and five-year-olds' church service, as
well as work with the church teen group.

Greg Dudrow '85
Greg enjoys his continued involvement with
Cedarville College as a local resident and as a senior
merchandise manager for J.C. Penney, Inc. As an
employee with J.C. Penney for the past ten years, Greg
has worked with the Cedarville College student
government on several projects which required
merchandise purchases. With his help, the students
raised funds, purchased needed clothing items, and
donated them to various missions and families with
emergency needs. Greg and his wife, Joelle Flora
Dudrow '90N,live in Springfield, Ohio and attend
Southgate Baptist Church, where both are active in
ministry. Greg also finds time to serve with the local
United Way as a representative for Fairfield Commons
Mall. The Dudrows have three children—Ashley (6),
Joseph (4), and Ryan (2).

Amy Young Womack'80

YCJD2
coDAN
Article V of the Cedarville College Alumni
Association Constitution states that elections shall
be conducted by mail balloting for four-year terms
with at least two vacancies being filled in rotation
every year. Your nominations for council members
are welcomed throughout the year. Write, e-mail
(alumni@cedarville.edu), or call(1-800-837-2566)
the Alumni Office.

Ministry Center Construction Underway
onstruction is underway on Cedarville's new Ministry Center on the
north shore of Cedar Lake. At 120,000 square feet, this will be the
largest single building on campus, demonstrating the prominence of
worship, service, and music at Cedarville College. The $15 million
structure will include a new Chapel, Christian Ministries facilities, and a
home for the Department of Music. The Ministry Center will serve every
student and faculty member on weekdays and will also see extensive use
on weekends and during the
summer months.
Site work began
immediately upon trustee
approval of the project in
May. The Danis
Construction Co. of Dayton,
Ohio is the general
contractor for the building
designed by SEM Partners,
Inc., architects from
Columbus. The project is on
schedule for completion in
the fall of 1996.
To date, the College has
announced approximately

$7.4 million in gifts and commitments to the Ministry Center Campaign. In coming
months, all alumni and friends of the College will be informed of how they can
contribute to the project in meaningful ways.
The new Chapel will seat 3,400 people initially, expandable to 4,000. The entire
Cedarville College family will once again be able to meet together for chapel. The
larger chapel auditorium will also facilitate conferences, major concerts, artist series
performances, and commencement. In addition, many more alumni and friends from
off campus will be able to enjoy these events.
Locating the Christian Ministries Department in the Ministry Center speaks of
Cedarville's philosophy of ministry. The vice president and directors for Missionary
Internship Service, community ministries, and gospel teams will have appropriate
quarters for counseling, rehearsing, and preparing students for their ministries.
The Music Center portion of the building will include classrooms, rehearsal halls,
laboratories, and practice rooms designed specifically for the teaching and learning
requirements of each music discipline. A leading acoustic consultant has been
retained to assure acoustical quality in music rehearsal and performing areas, as well
as in the Chapel. A 250-seat recital hall will host faculty and student recitals,
performances by guest artists, and a variety of intimate musical events.
As workers erect steel and block, the Ministry Center is rapidly becoming a
prominent landmark on the Cedarville College landscape. Tours around, but not on,
the construction site will be available at Homecoming.
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Cedarville engineering students took third place in
the 1995 Midwest Supermileage Competition in
Marshall, Michigan. They competed against 33 other
schools and enjoyed the best finish ever in an SAE
competition for the Department of Engineering. Six
Cedarville students participated in the competition
along with Dr. Larry Zavodney, chair of the
Department of Engineering, and Mr. Sam
SanGregory, assistant professor of engineering. The
supermileage vehicle, Eklektos II, averaged 708.6
miles per gallon in competition.

The Alumni Association extends a hearty congratulations
to 1982 graduate Roscoe Smith, recently hired as
director of public relations for Cedarville College. Roscoe
has served as associate director of admissions for the
College since 1987 after completing a master of business
administration degree from Wright State University in
Dayton, Ohio. Living in Springfield, Ohio, Roscoe and his
wife, Rhonda (Crist '83), cherish their two children, Kalie
(2) and Jaden (six months).

Taking Christ TO Lithuania
hen Milton Palmer '71 was able
to give a teacher in Lithuania
enough New Testaments in her
language for the children in her
class, she shed tears ofjoy.
"Each year for the last several
years, she had been making 30 hand written copies of
the New Testament so that her students would have
their own copies," he says. "That was an experience I'll
not soon forget."
Palmer, principal at Northwestern Middle School in
Springfield, Ohio, was one of a team of educators who
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Making A
Difference Ail

Howe
inda Gagnebin Ulmer '91 became
involved in Christian ministries early. "I
was taught by my youth pastor to be
involved and was encouraged to witness
and to serve. I learned that even though
I was young,I could make a
difference," she explains. Following her
parents' examples of Christian service, Linda became
active in various
ministries. This
practice continued
at Cedarville
College with
participation in
Swordbearers, open
air evangelism, and
involvement at
Emmanuel Baptist
Church in Xenia,
Ohio.
Today, Linda is making a difference with ministries
close to her home in Xenia, where she lives with
husband, David '90, and their two daughters, Sylvia
(3)and Victoria(4 months). When Linda is not
directing the Wednesday night Adventure Club for
first through third graders at Emmanuel Baptist, she's
possibly assisting in the church nursery or helping to
lead the church's Heart-to-Heart women's ministry.
Linda helped begin the Heart-to-Heart program last
year, after hearing about the book Women Mentoring
Women during a Focus on the Family broadcast.
"This program is designed to match up older and
younger women in the church for friendships of
encouragement, support, and guidance," she explains.
In the first year, 24 women participated in the
program.
In addition to these church activities, Linda
volunteers at the Greene County Crisis Pregnancy
Center(GCPC). She began volunteering three years
ago, answering the hotline. After training to be a
counselor, she primarily works with teenage girls. She
also trains other counselors, assists with fund-raisers
and special events, and helps wherever else she is
needed."What I love about this ministry is that I can
share Christ with every girl who seeks help," Linda
says. "It's rare to have a structured opportunity in
which to share Christ."
Linda finds herself continually learning more about
God through these ministries. GCPC is a constant
demonstration of God's power, according to Linda,
especially as the girls accept Christ."The ministry at
the Center, more than any other, keeps me focused on
what's important—sharing salvation," Linda explains.
"There is one reason for ministry—to show people
Jesus, what He's done in my life, and how much He's
changed my outlook."
While Linda enjoys these opportunities to use her
people and teaching skills, she feels her most
important ministry takes place at home."My biggest
ministry is to my family—David and the girls," she
explains."At home you do things that require more
sacrifice. It's where you have the most opportunity to
demonstrate Christ's power in your life."
For Linda, making a difference means serving
wherever God places her. "That's the real test of a
heart of ministry," Linda says,"desiring to serve
Christ in your everyday job."
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went to Lithuania from June 21 to July 10 as part of the
International School Project. Association of Christian
Schools International(ASCI), which developed the
elementary and secondary curricula given to the
Lithuanian teachers to learn and use, and Walk Through
the Bible are among the organizations involved with the
International School Project. This year, 15 teams of
educators are scheduled to take their convocation on
"Christian Ethics and Morality: A Foundation for
Society" to public school educators in former USSR
countries. As of June 1, 87 convocations had been held
in nine countries for over 2,700 teachers. Milt's was the
first team to go to Lithuania.
"The teams go as educators and at the invitation of
the host city," Milt says."In a four-day seminar we
have the freedom to present Jesus Christ as the ultimate
model of morality." A multifaceted approach presents
the Christian worldview and how it relates to society,
the philosophy based on morals and ethics, the
fundamental tenets of historical Christianity, and the
Bible as an authentic document."Next we look very
seriously at the person of Jesus Christ through the
viewing and discussion of the Jesus film, which is
based on the gospel of Luke," he continues.
Palmer's team went to the cities of Kaunas and
Vilnius."I was assistant leader for the administrator
track," he says. Of the 400 participants in Kaunas,
about 50 were administrators or directors of schools.
"These educators knew only the lecture method of
teaching. We introduced them to other methods, like
using small groups, one-on-one discussion, and role
play, with topics all centered around Jesus Christ. Each
received a New Testament in their language and used it.
It was beautiful to hear one of them read the story of the
prodigal son in Lithuanian. Then they acted it out."
Milt and his team members were able to stress the
impact the teachers would have on their students when

they taught the Christ-centered curriculum and that the
effect would be lasting."We shared with them that the
moral and ethical values you have as a teacher are what
will be passed on to the next generation," he says.
"Besides the New Testament, each participant also
received a copy of the curriculum and a video of the
Jesus film, both in Lithuanian," says Milt. Others who
heard about the convocation eagerly sought the
curriculum. The leftover materials remained with a
missionary in the area and inquirers were referred to
him.
"This is a Catholic country," he shares. "Since the
breakup of the Soviet Union, Lithuanians have resumed
teaching a 'religion' class in each curriculum. The
people we came in contact with knew about Jesus and
prayer, but they had never experienced a personal
relationship with Christ. Daily we saw the Lord work in
their lives." Milt knows that many of the Lithuanian
participants trusted Christ during the convocation,
"But," he says,"only God knows the number."

Compassion
In Action
om to an upperclass Brazilian family,
1982 Cedarville graduate Vini Jaquery
never wondered where his next meal
would come from or where to find
shelter at night. But on a warm Sao
Paulo summer evening in 1985, Vini
experienced a single event that would
profoundly influence his future. With a pleading voice
and tearful eyes, a young Brazilian boy with no family
or home approached him on the street,"I need your
help, sir. Not money or food. I don't know what I need,
but please help me."
Driven by compassion for Brazilian orphans and
street children, Vini founded International Reach, Inc.
(IRI)in 1986 "to rescue abandoned Brazilian children
by facilitating their adoption into Christian families in
Brazil or other countries." Like the United States,
adoptions of infants and toddlers are prevalent in
Brazil. Vini's burden is for the older children who have
been forgotten, most of them abandoned to grow up in
an orphanage with little hope for a family life.
Extensive legal work in the juvenile courts is
necessary to determine each child's eligibility for
adoption. This year, Vini has personally visited over
1,200 children in Brazilian orphanages, getting to know
them and identifying possible candidates for adoption.
In 1994, the mayor of Sao Paulo invited International
Reach to develop and coordinate a program to address
the needs of abandoned children. The city has granted
IRI 17 full-time social workers to interview and keep
records on the nearly 6,000 children in 170 orphanages.
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As they work tofindfamiliesfor abandoned Brazilian
children, Vini '82 and Alexandra Jaquery delight in their
own, Gabriella(1)and Chip(3).
Vini is grateful that "the king's heart is in the hand of
the Lord." The Brazilian senate recently passed a bill to
make international adoptions exceedingly difficult, but
on July 12, the president of Brazil vetoed the bill!
Each prospective adoptive family must then be
carefully evaluated and matched with a child. IRI is
currently working with 150 families considering
adoption; only a few are engaged in active preparation.
Adoptive families from the United States must
overcome many challenges—adoptions are costly, and
the family is required to spend 35 to 40 days in Brazil.
During their stay, the adoptive family bonds with the
child on field trips to the zoo, parks, and beaches.
Translation, discipline, and counseling are a part of the
process as well. Since 1991, close to 100 children have
been placed in loving, Christian homes.
During 1995, Vini and his wife, Alexandra, and their
two children have settled in Lake Forest, Illinois to
share their ministry in churches and to recruit adoptive
families. Speaking in cities from San Francisco to
Orlando to the Mid-West, Vini is grateful for skills
which he gained in Christian ministry at Cedarville
College."Traveling with Swordbearers and on an MIS
trip to Brazil, I stayed in over 150 homes and tasted
many life situations. As a member of the Advisory 7
and as a Sunday School teacher, I developed skills in
public speaking and diplomacy which greatly enhance
my ministry today."
For more information on your involvement with this
ministry, please contact Vini Jaquery at International
Reach, P.O. Box 809, Lake Forest, IL 60056, or
708-234-6389.

SUMMER
STUDIES

This year's Summer Studies program saw 38 high school
juniors from all over the country enjoy a challenging three
weeks at Cedarville. Their time on campus offered them the
chance to take college-level courses and earn credit toward a
Cedarville degree. Summer Studies Director Kevin Sims '74
states, "The three-week experience is valuable to the highschoolers, providing them with a 'college experience.' It's a
good chance for them to see what college is like. More
importantly, however," Sims continues, "because the students
are at Cedarville, they experience college—classes, studying,
and relationships—in a Christian environment."

Homecoming 1995 • October 20 and 21
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• Class reunions for years ending in 0 & 5
• All Alumni Chapel
• Homecoming Parade on Main street
• Tours of the two new dormitories, McKinney Hall
and McChesney Hall
• Views of construction of the new Ministry Center in
progress (from a distance, please!)
• Special reunions for Heritage, BBI, ADO, WSRN, and
1985 nursing class alumni
• 2nd Annual Alumni Auction

Heritage Corner
Heritage Alumni On The Go
uring the summer, the Alumni
Office plans several activities for
the Heritage Alumni. This year,
the summer began with a riverboat r , • .
f•4*'
luncheon and cruise down the Ohio river.
Thirty alumni joined us for this wonderful
time together. The annual Alumnae Educators Luncheon is always a highlight of
the summer, and this year's luncheon on July 10 was no exception. Vona Owens
West '41 shared her delightful skill of storytelling as our entertainment.
All enjoyed the delicious trip to Utica, Ohio, home of
the Velvet Ice Cream Company. The historical museum Involved Through Serving
which outlined
ice cream
iss Geraldine Henry '34
making over the
became more active in
centuries was
the United Methodist
fascinating!
Women's Group after
And despite the
retiring from teaching in
rain, we all
1969. Each year for the past ten years, she
enjoyed our
has participated in a missions trip with the
cold ice cream.
London and Springfield, Ohio members.
The ladies travel to various missions and
ministry works throughout the United
States to see the work firsthand and
Heritage Alumni
deliver needed items to the missions. May 16-18 of this year,
Homecoming Luncheon
50 ladies took two buses to Redbird Mission and Henderson
Planned
Settlement in the Appalachian Hills of Kentucky. At these
missions, clothing is prepared, sorted, and sold to those in
Join your friends and classmates for the annual
need—"Sort
of like a big outlet warehouse with affordable
Heritage Alumni Reunion Luncheon planned for
items for families in need," states Geraldine. The missions raise
Friday, October 20 at 11:30 a.m. in the President's
close to $1 million annually, which in turn is used to help
Dining Room. Preceding the lunch,join us in the
families in need. The United Methodist Women deliver
James T. Jeremiah Chapel at 10:00 a.m. for the State
collected clothing, food staples, and school supplies to the
of the College Address by Dr. Paul Dixon, president.
missions they visit. In addition to participating in ministry on
Included in our day's activities will be a tour of the
these
trips, the ladies have fun visiting area attractions. In May,
two new dormitories—McKinney Hall and
the group toured the home of Henry Clay in Lexington,
McChesney Hall. See you at Cedarville!
Kentucky on their way back to Ohio.
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o You Work For a MGC?
Work for a what? MGC? No,it's not a Marvelously
Great Church or a Marginally Good Company. Not
even a Magnificent, Glorious Corporation.
MGC is Matching Gift Company!
Over 1,000 companies in the U.S. match employees' gifts to
qualified colleges and universities, including Cedarville College. In
1994-95, Cedarville received $70,169 in matching gifts from such
companies as:
Allstate
Aetna Life Insurance
Ameritech
AT&T/AT&T Global
Abbott Lab
BancOhio
Baxter
B.F. Goodrich
Boeing
Borden
BP America
Campbell Soup
Caterpillar
Ciba-Corning
Cincinnati Bell

Cleveland Electric
Columbia Gas of Ohio
Coopers and Lybrand
CSX
DowElano
Emerson Electric
Ernst and Young
FMC Corporation
General Electric
General Motors
Glidden
Hartford Insurance Group
J.C. Penney
John Deere
Kelloggs

Marathon Oil
Marion
Merrell Dow
Martin Marietta
Merrill Lynch
Nationwide
Norfolk Southern
NYNEX
Olin
OMC Corporation
Pitney Bowes
State Farm
Transcontinental Gas
United Parcel Service
Xerox

...and 78 more. Many gave as a result of gifts from alumni who
responded to PARTNERS. Thank you to those who took advantage of
this benefit!
If your company is listed, take advantage of their program. If you are
unsure about your company or even work for a subsidiary of a larger
company, let us know who your employer is. We will do the legwork
and inquire if they have MGP (that's Matching Gift Program). Or you
could check with your human resources office.
Most companies match gifts of $25 or more, but some even match a
gift of as little as $15. So, a $25 gift to Cedarville becomes a $50 or
even $75 gift depending on the company. And they will match as
often as you give.
Using your company's matching gift program is about as close as you
can get to "free money." To inquire about your company or find out
the next step, please contact:
Cindy Armstrong Fisher '84
Gift Accounting Coordinator
Annual Fund Office
Cedarville College
P.O. Box 601
Cedarville OH 45314-0601
513-766-7800/fisherc@cedarville.edu
5 FALL '95

Alaska

Juneau
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Dr. Paul Dixon has been providing a spiritual ministry to
professional sports teams for 21 years. He speaks frequently to
the Cincinnati Reds and to visiting National League teams. The
Cincinnati Bengals also request his chapel ministry for their
team and National Football League visiting teams. "I thank the
Lord for this unusual opportunity," says President Dixon.
"Professional athletes are people just like the rest of us except
for their different career paths which usually yield them
significant financial rewards. The Word of God can meet their
spiritual needs just as it does ours." He says that in 20 minutes
he shares something "very direct, practical, and always biblical."

In July 1995, Jon '67 and Katy Griffin Skillman '69
allowed their ministry mindset to lead them to "Voice
for Christ Ministries" in Nenana, Alaska. Jon, program
director for CDR Radio Network at Cedarville College,
provided on-the-air relief for the missionary staff and
acted as a consultant in the areas of programming
and personnel. From this experience, Jon anticipates
possible internships for Cedarville College students.
Several missionaries were especially grateful for
Katy's encouraging spirit and for her help in painting
and redecorating their homes!

(9
MIS teams traveled to 23
countries during the summer of
1995. Alumni involvement with
this 24-year-old program has
increased, and many alumni
share that their experience on
an MIS team influenced their
F lives for full-time Christian
service. Cedarville College
alumni lead groups of current
students and benefit from team
visits to their field of ministry.
It takes organization, planning,
time,and creativity to lead and
to host MIS teams. Thanks to
all our alumni who participate
in the Cedarville College MIS
program!

P
The Italy team attracted hundreds ofchildren and adults with
puppet shows in public squares. Missionaries and an Italian
evangelist preached the gospel to the crowds. The Cedarville
team also worked in the camp ministry headed by Steve
Standridge '83. In Rome,Dave '80 and Beth Anne Payne
Standridge '81, hosted the team.

Through MIS,students learn the importance
of having a heart preparedfor ministry,
wherever they are.

l*PPfr
The Hungary team used Bible passages in their English
teaching, and shared the Gospel with many people. The
English courses attract peoplefrom the community to
the church.

Two teams of Cedarville students taught English in
Hungary to children and adults. Merlin Ager '60
supervised the ministries in Budapest and Debrecen.
The England Team, led by Sandy Millikin Entner '59,
shared the Gospel through music and puppet presentations.

Central African RePublic
Cedarville College nursing students experienced missionary nursing
while serving for four weeks this summer at the Ippy Hospital, Central
African Republic. Students observed and participated in various areas
of the medical ministry. They assisted in the outpatient clinic,
maternity hospital, inpatient hospital, and surgery. They also
participated in sharing the Gospel with patients.
One patient had a serious medical problem that required surgery. He
needed a blood transfusion, but none of his family members would
come to the hospital to be tested for compatibility. A student, Rebecca
Wilkins, heard of the need one day while making rounds with the
surgeon.She offered to donate her blood which was compatible with
his type. He was so amazed that a stranger would do this for him. The
surgeon explained about Christ shedding his blood so that we might
have the gift of eternal life spiritually and used the example of
Rebecca's gift as a picture of Christ's gift.
The man had the surgery and recovered. He continued to marvel at
what had happened to him and accepted Christ as his Savior shortly
after surgery. He stayed in the hospital for several days and was
discipled by nurses and other patients who were Christians. The
Cedarville team all noticed the change in this man after he accepted
Christ and were praising God to see how he began to share Christ with
his wife and children.
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Paul '82 and Geri Black Briggs '83 hosted the team
for most oftheir time in Italy. The Briggs are
ministering in Ancona with their sons, Evan, Jamie,
and Zachary.

Cedarville nursing students traveled to the
Central African Republic to assist at the
medical center.

While at the medical center in the Central
African Republic, Cedarville student nurses
assisted in almost every aspect of health care
and shared the Gospel. Here, a student nurse
takes the blood pressure ofa resident.

Upon retirement as Vice President for Christian Ministries, Dr. Harold
Green took on the position of director of church relations for the College. In
this role, Dr. Green will be visiting pastors, churches and related
organizations around the country, encouraging them and offering help and
the resources of the College. His wife, Margaret, will be his secretary. The
Greens will travel in their RV which is fully equipped with a laptop
computer, enabling on-line communication with the College. Dr. Green
looks forward to serving the Lord and the College in this capacity and
states, "I love working with pastors and will especially enjoy encouraging
and helping our graduates who are in the pastorate."

South Africa

MI
Sdminer
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A Cedarville College team traveled to South Africa for six
weeks this summer to minister to children and adults
using the medium of puppets. The six-member women's
team,led by Anna Ruth HiIle, assistant professor of
education,found many open doors to share the Gospel.
One highlight of the trip took place in a Muslim school,
where the principal welcomed the presentation and
message of Jesus Christ without deletion or interruption.

The Cedarville women performed in parks and
schools, and led several VBS programs,
working with many missionaries.

PENDE
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Bobby '90 and Sara Sweetland Nile '92, along with
daughter Abigail, hosted the team's visit and made
arrangementsfor the ladies while on their trip. Bobby
and Sarah have been missionaries in Durban, South
Africa since 1993 and cite their MIS trips to Durban
as the primary influence in the decision to minister
therefull-time.

The Philippines

Dave Gaffner '69(first row, center), director ofcareer
services at Cedarville, led a team to The Philippines. The
team witnessed through basketball, meeting with people
during halftimes and after games to share Christ.

This summer, Cedarville College welcomed the
Midwest Chinese Churches Association for their
annual conference. The 900 attendees spent three
days on campus, and Dr. Paul Dixon was the
keynote speaker for the adult sessions. He also
spoke to about 150 young people in two special
meetings. Three Cedarville professors, Dr. Chi-en
Hwang and Drs. Dali and Ling Lin Luo, are
members of the Dayton Chinese Church.

Kent'80 and Kelly Craig, missionaries to The
Philippines with A.B.W.E.,included this note in a
summer prayer letter:
On June 5, the nine-member "Athletesfor Christ"
teamfrom Cedarville College arrivedfor their
annual month-long and nationwide itinerary of
basketball evangelism. It is always a pleasure to
coordinate the team's itinerary, orient them to The
Philippines, and participate in their ministry. Since
God used my tour with the 1980 A.F.C. team to
introduce me to The Philippines and to direct our
family into missions, ourfellowship with the team
provides annual encouragement. Because oftheir
basketball skills and evangelistic spirit, the team has
compiled an impressive win/loss record on the
basketball courts, and won many spiritual victories
in Filipino lives during halftime and postgame
Gospelpresentations. On July 1, the A.F.C. entered
the nearby national penitentiary of The Philippines
to play a team ofinmates. About halfofthe 7,000
residents at the prison crowded around the court,
and others stood at the barred windows oftheir cells
to watch the game. The prisoners were so
appreciative ofthe exhibition game; they were so
attentive to the Gospel songs,personal testimonies,
and evangelistic message. They need regeneration
from within, notjust reformation or rehabilitation
from without. During the post game one-on-dozens
ministry, several prisoners responded to the witness
ofthe players and experienced the truth ofJohn
8:46, "Ifthe Son sets youfree, you will befree
indeed."
The Athletes for Christ team was also able to
assist the ministries of alumni missionaries
Ken '70 and Alice Cole and Gary '8311 and Becky
Selden Kuhn '78.
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With The Signing Team In Jamaica
Sue Terkelsen '88, administrative assistant for Cedarville's Department of Business Administration,led this
year's team of MIS "signers" to serve as camp counselors at the Caribbean Christian Center for the Deaf in
Jamaica.
"It was interesting to see how the Lord put each person on the team," Sue shares."And I was so thankful for
every one of them. When we arrived at the camp,they hit the ground running,and whenever there was anything
to be done,someone immediately did it. They were truly servants and worked very hard. From the very
beginning,they formed friendships with the workers at the camp while getting involved with the campers. The
team was in charge of every aspect of the camp.Every activity reinforced the morning and evening Bible lesson.
The activities included skits, work sheets,individual time for questions,quiz competitions, and lots of singing.
The campers loved to sing."
During each of the three camp sessions, each team member was assigned a camper and they shared a room in
the dormitory of the school. Communicating in sign language stretched the students as they had different levels of
fluency in signing. Sue observed that the initial apprehension they felt about their ability quickly
disappeared as they got involved with their campers and built trust and close friendships with
them.
"It was so exciting for the team to see that they could communicate in another language," Sue
continues."They had devotions with their individual campers and could share the Gospel. I
would sense their excitement when they learned that they could communicate something new to
their campers from God's Word. They could deal with their campers and make sure they
understood when they responded to invitations for salvation or rededication.
"One week,a speaker brought copies of the English Version for the Deaf Bibles to give to the
new Christians," she says."The text is simplified so the deaf can sign the words."
Sue shares that, although so much of the students' time was devoted to the campers,the team
had great unity. There wasn't a lot of time that they could be together, but they encouraged ea
other and prayed together as they could."Sometimes I would see a couple of the team members
praying together. At times there was frustration, not with each other, but perhaps with
something cultural. They would encourage each other, remember why they were there, and
refocus on the ministry. They really matured as they gave of themselves during the experience."

Cedarville College has had a great impact on young
people like these in Jamaica, with several teams
helping with construction and programs at the
Caribbean Christian Centerfor the Deaf.

red

Sue Terkelsen '88
(first row, left) is
one of many
alumni who have
MIS teams.
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Athletic Director Don Callan shared shooting techniques with
Andy Baldwin, son of Bill '80 and Elaine Heyworth Baldwin '81.
Andy was one of 475 campers who took part in the Yellow
Jacket Sports Camps during the summer. Cedarville College
head coaches directed camps for boys and girls cross country,
boys and girls basketball, and girls volleyball. Each camp
featured informative clinics, instructional drills, and competition,
as well as devotional times led by special speakers and
counselors.

Share Cedarville College with your
church youth group and friends through the
1995-96 admissions catalog! Call
1-800-CEDARVILLE (1-800-233-2784) to
request your copy. Or make your request
via e-mail to "admissions@cedarville.edu".
A special thanks is offered to the many
alumni who contribute to Cedarville by
bringing youth groups to campus and by
spreading the word to prospective
students.

In Spain
Jim '85 and Michelle Kolar, missionaries in Spain,
requested help to prepare the Word of Life camp for
the 1995 summer season. Ten Cedarville College
alumni joined a 64-person work team for two
productive weeks in June. A tremendous amount of
work was accomplished by various crews—carpentry,
cement laying, electrical work, kitchen duty,
landscaping, painting, plumbing, and tiling. On the
last night in camp, after constructing an outdoor
amphitheater and chapel, the team dedicated the area
to the Lord. What a marvelous end to a wonderful
"summer vacation!" Pictured left to right: Tim
Gabler '77, Sue Ellen Slocum Gabler '76, Joan Reiter
Cochran '62, Eleanor Taylor '62, Judy Meyer
Speidel '72, Ann BratIca '86, Jim Kolar '85, Bobbie
Brown Jones '79, Bill Jones '81, Mike Eckstein '76N

In Central Iowa
Kendall(Herrick '87)and Bobby Shomo '84,
senior pastor of Marshalltown Baptist Church,
planned and hosted a gathering of Cedarville
College alumni in Marshalltown, Iowa. The
Summer Swordbearers, a musical ensemble of
Cedarville College students,joined the group
and provided a mini-concert and report of the
latest news at Cedarville.

In Cleveland
Brad '85 and Becky Miller Rickard '85
enjoyed the Cedarville College alumni
gathering at Jacobs Field as we watched the
Cleveland Indians defeat the Minnesota
Twins in baseball. Sixty-four alumni joined
us for this annual event and many more
would have jumped at the chance to attend.
The group tickets purchased by the Alumni
Office were sold out within 48 hours of
notifying alumni of the gathering. There is
no shortage of Cedarville College alumni
Indians fans!

In Toledo
In conjunction with
the GARBC
conference,
Cedarville alumni
and friends
numbering over 350
enjoyed desserts and
a college update from
President Dixon. The
group also viewed a
video featuring the
Ministry Center Campaign. Pictured are Colin '85 and
Dianne Noggle Lord '85 (seated), Kelly Fath '91, and
Nathan Dobert '94.

In Illinois
Cedarville alumni have many reasons to get
together—and weddings are a very popular
reason! Over 65 alumni attended the
wedding of Jeff Beste '87 and Shelley Fox
'95, and many other Cedarville friends were
present. Pictured are Kim Murphy '85,
Jane Adams Smith '84, Jeff Lyle '85,
Margie Wolot '84, and David Ormsbee '78.
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lum Events
Calendar

Date

Event

Location

September 18-21
September 21
September 22
September 28
September 29
October 6

Fall Bible Conference with Alistair Begg
Instruction Begins
Alumni Regional Gathering
Alumni Regional Gathering
Alumni Regional Gathering
Artist Series
"An Evening at the Dayton Art Institute"
Homecoming 1995
Prism XV Concert
Tim Kaufman '76/Kingsmen Quartet Concert
Day of Prayer
Alumni & Friends Reception
at the ACSI Conference
Michael Card Concert
Grandparents Day
The Spencers, Illusionists
Fall Drama Production: A Christmas Carol

James T. Jeremiah Chapel

Symphonic Band/Brass Choir Concert
Lab Band Recital
The Ohio State Men's Glee Club
Alumni Basketball Weekend

James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Alford Annex
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Athletic Center

October 20-21
October 20
October 21
November 1
November 2
November 9
November 10
November 11
November 30December 2
December 1
December 4
January 26
January 26-27
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Alumni Return To
Baseball Diamond
More than 20 alumni who played baseball as
Yellow Jackets returned to Cedarville College on
May 20 for a run around the bases. The game
proved exciting with Don Callan '84H and Norris
Smith '63 coaching the two alumni teams. Family
and friends cheered on the players from the stands,
and all enjoyed a picnic lunch following the game.
Baseball alumni, look for details on next year's
gathering scheduled for May 21, 1996.

Dallas, Texas
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Moorestown, New Jersey
Dayton, Ohio
Cedarville College campus
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Cedarville College campus
Columbus, Ohio
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Cedarville College campus
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Alford Auditorium
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Dallas, Texas
Hosted by Tim '69 and
Beverlee Mason Warren '70

September 22

September 28
Fort Washington, Pennsylvania
Hosted by Ruth Fareno Longenecker '83
Moorestown, New Jersey
Hosted by trustee Al Stevens

September 29

Columbus, Ohio
Hosted by Cedarville College
professor Dr. Phil Bassett

November 2

Alumni
Basketball
Weekend

Alumni Basketball Weekend 1996, January 26 and 27,
promises to be a fun-filled event! Set aside Friday evening for
the enchanting tones of The Ohio State University Men's
Glee Club. On Saturday, a fellowship brunch will be served
for Yellow Jacket alumni with Dr. Paul Dixon presenting an
update on the new Ministry Center. Prepare to cheer on the
Yellow Jackets as the women face Mount Vernon Nazarene
and the men challenge Urbana University. Meet Jeff Reep,
men's head basketball coach, and join the Cedarville family
in honoring retired Coach Don and Nedra Callan throughout
the weekend. Reservations for game tickets are required.

11111 CLASS NEWS
30s
Charles Chamberlain '35 and his wife,
Martha, met on a blind date at a church
cookout. On June 15, 1995, they
celebrated their 55th wedding
anniversary! To celebrate, Charles and
Martha joined with 150 other golden
anniversary celebrants at a gathering
hosted by their local paper, The Western Star. The
Chamberlains still attend the 182-year-old church where
they were married—New Jersey Presbyterian Church of
Carlisle, Ohio.
Joe '37 and Cletis Jacobs Waddle '39
celebrated 55 years of marriage on
June 10, 1995. In 1940, the Waddles
became husband and wife in a double
ceremony with childhood friends John
Richards '37(deceased) and Christine
Jones '36. Residents of Yellow Springs, Ohio, Joe and
Cletis join the Heritage Alumni for many activities.

50s
Eladio Bolanos '57 has retired after teaching French and
Spanish at the university level for 34 years. Residents of
Miami, Florida, Eladio and his wife, Lois, visited
Cedarville College in July 1995.
Dick Lapp '57 served with Christian
Service Brigade for almost forty years.
In his various roles as program director,
regional representative, and purchasing
manager, Dick always strove to carry out
Brigade's mission—"to prepare men for
their roles as father, as active Christian
leaders of youth, and as Christlike examples to other
men." As he retires from his position as vice president of
purchasing and church services, Dick looks forward to
pursuing his hobbies of stamp collecting, woodworking,
hiking, and computers. He and his daughter, Laura, will
settle in Tennessee.

60s
Patricia Andrepont'67 resides in Egan, Louisiana,
where she is a driver with North American Van Lines.
Allen Shriver '68N spent 21 years farming in Illinois,
but recently followed God's leading into full-time
Christian service. In December 1994, Allen graduated
from Brite Divinity School in Texas, and he now serves
at First Christian Church in Grand Prairie, Texas. Bob
Rohm '68 participated in Allen's installation as pastor.

70s
Roy '73 and Rebecca Rudig Kern '70
traveled from Springfield, Missouri to
join over 60 Cedarville College alumni
and friends for the August 1995
gathering in Marshalltown, Iowa. Roy is
a former faculty and Alumni Council
member.
Ted Galbreath '75 has been named corporate vice
president and treasurer for Guild and Landis, an
independent insurance agency headquartered in Dayton,
Ohio. Ted also serves as sales manager and has been in
the insurance business for 18 years.
Rod Robison '75 is vice president for development at
Family Life Communications, a nationwide radio,
seminar, and counseling ministry. Rod and his wife,
Carol(Yoder '76)live in Tucson, Arizona.
Roger '76 and Susan Scott Smith '79 reside in
Columbia, North Carolina with their three
children–Jeremy (14), Paul(11), and Amanda(8). Susan
has completed a master of education degree with an
emphasis in special education from East Carolina
University. She is now a special education resource
teacher with the Tyrrell County School System. Roger is
employed with Sunnyside Elevator.
Kent Amstutz'78 received a liver transplant on July 12,
1995 and is recovering well at home in Papillion,
Nebraska. Kent and his wife, Marilyn (Horne '78) are
grateful for the prayers of many Cedarville College
alumni and friends.
Russ Yoder '78 earned a master's degree in management
from Regent University in May 1995. Residents of
Wooster, Ohio, Russ and his wife, Becky, enjoy two
children, Tyler(10)and Margo (7). Russ shares,"I am
grateful for the way God has led in my life and for the
tempering ministry of Cedarville as part of that process."
James Jamison '79 accepted a call as pastor of
Meadowbrook Baptist Church in Lima, Ohio in March
1995. The Jamisons enjoy two sons, Jeremy (12)and
Matthew (10).

Allan Webber '79 was named co-chair of the music
department at Palm Beach Community College in
Florida. Allan also teaches music theory, while his wife,
Janice(Zachary '79), teaches theatre and speech. The
Webbers reside in Lantana, Florida with their children,
Hilary(5)and Sam (2).

80s
Dean Johnson '83 released his third album,"Cultural
Relevancy," in September 1994. The Peoria Journal Star
states, "Johnson's wry sense of humor is evident in
several places on the album, but so is the depth of his
faith and love for God." After serving six years at South
Side Mission, Dean has taken a youth pastorate at
Mt. Olive Missionary Church in Peoria, Illinois. Dean
and his wife, Crystal(Starr '86N), praise the Lord for
the work He is performing in their lives.
Joe Lihan '83 and his wife, Diane, reside in Muskegon,
Michigan with their children, Michael(7)and Katie (4).
For seven years, Joe has been a psychologist with
Community Mental Health.
Cheryl Miller '83, an employee of Cedarville College
for 12 years, has been promoted to secretary for the vice
president for Christian ministries. Cheryl previously
served as itinerary coordinator and secretary to the
Christian Ministries Department.
John Blackburn '84 accepted the position of crusade
director for the Jerry Johnston Evangelistic Association
in Overland Park, Kansas. In August 1995, John earned a
master of religious education degree from Covington
Theological Seminary. John and his wife, Beth, enjoy
three children.
Deborah Dower '84 heads the learning disability
department at Black Forest Academy in Germany.
Karen Dobbel Glass '84 and her husband, Ben, live in
San Jose, California. In May 1995, Karen received her
master's degree in health care administration from the
University of Maryland. She is director of student affairs
at Palmer College of Chiropractic West, and Ben is a
certified radiological technician.
Eric Hellvvig '84 teaches junior high math and science at
Silver State Baptist School in Denver, Colorado. In May,
Eric and his wife, Gloria (Scott'84N)attended the
Cedarville Alumni Gathering in Denver.
Brian '85 and Sallie Cochran Ensminger '86 reside in
Vacaville, California with their five children. Brian is
financial manager at the General Mills plant in Vallejo.
Lynn Shaffer '85 is a clinical and chemical dependency
counselor in Akron, Ohio. Lynn, her husband, Larry, and
their children, Nathaniel(3)and Hannah (1)recently
visited Cedarville.
Karen Bennett'86N completed a business
administration degree in 1994 from City University in
Seattle, Washington. She is now in the women's ministry
program at Multnomah Biblical Seminary in Portland,
Oregon. In April 1995, she was selected for "Who's Who
in America," the national dean's list for graduate students
maintaining a 4.0 grade point average. Karen and her
husband of 26 years, Russ Bennett '67, previously were
missionaries with Trans-World Radio in Swaziland,
Africa.
David Edwards'86 has moved to Gaithersburg,
Maryland, where he works in marketing for HealthCare
Rehabilitation Services.
Ben Smith '86 has been promoted to
director of business services for Cedarville
College. His responsibilities include
bookstore operations, copy center
operations, and other financial duties. While
at home, Ben enjoys bicycling and playing
with his ten-month-old son, Nicholas.
Kelly Jones '87 is in her fourth year of elementary
teaching at Lincoln Christian School in Lincoln,
Nebraska. Kelly also enjoys directing vacation Bible
school at Temple Baptist Church.
Joy Wagner Kitzmiller '87 began in July as bookkeeper
and secretary in the Cedarville College Bookstore. She
and her husband, Andrew, reside in Cedarville, Ohio.
Robert English '88 received his medical degree from
West Virginia University in May 1995. Robert is
completing his family practice residency at Ruby
Memorial Hospital in Morgantown, West Virginia. He
and his wife, Lisa(Bowlen '88), live in Bruceton Mills.
Don Hughes'89 graduated from Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary in May 1995. He is serving as interim pastor at
Allendale Baptist Church in Allendale, Michigan.
Anne Gordon '89 was named 1995 Pennsylvania Staff
Nurse of the Year. Anne works at Jeanes Hospital in
Philadelphia.
Mark Lamb '89 graduated from Indiana University
School of Medicine on May 14, 1995. He is completing
his family practice residency at Community Hospital
East in Indianapolis.

Doug Miller'85 has been director of public relations for
Cedarville College and managing editor of Inspire for four
years. He is leaving the College in September to return to
graduate school full-time. Having previously earned an
M.A. in Sociology from the University of Arizona, Doug
received a prestigious university fellowship from The
Ohio State University. He will begin in the MBA program,
and hopes to complete a Ph.D. in business
administration over the next few years. Doug and Chrissy
Friedkin Miller '88 will continue to live in Springfield, Ohio
with their sons Drew, 3, and Aaron, 4 months. Chrissy
teaches third grade at Northridge School.

Tony McPeters'89 has worked at the City Gospel
Mission in Cincinnati, Ohio since completing a master of
theology degree from Dallas Theological Seminary in
1994. In July 1995, he was appointed a church planter
with the Conservative Baptist National Convention.

90s
Laura Wells Crowther '90 is a nurse with the
Department of Corrections in Tucson, Arizona. Laura
states, "Thanks, Cedarville, for giving me the chance that
I needed to make a career and the ability to help provide
for my family."
Dave Holt '90 is vice president and commercial loan
officer for American National Bank in Omaha, Nebraska.
His wife, Lynn (Pitonyak '89N), enjoys caring for sons
Jacob(4)and Stephen (2). The Holts attend Christ
Community Church in Omaha.
Greg Kurtz'90 was honored as "Impact Teacher of the
Year" in May 1995. Delta Chi, the Cedarville College
student organization for secondary education majors,
sponsored a project to recognize teachers for their impact
on high school students. In his five years at Dayton
Christian School in Dayton, Ohio, Greg has taught
English, honors English, and advanced composition. A
fellow teacher shares,"His students learn to filter all
literature and life application through God's Word."
Meg Wheeler '90 has settled in Carmel, Indiana. She
enjoys her position as administrative assistant to the
youth pastor at Grace Community Church.
Kelly Fath '91 earned a juris doctor
degree from Georgetown University
School of Law on May 29, 1995. He is
now an associate attorney with Scholten
& Fant in Grand Haven, Michigan.
Kelly (right) is pictured with his
brother, Kevin '95, at graduation in June 1995.
Becky McDonald '91 was chosen as Employee of the
Year for Grady Memorial Hospital by her co-workers.
Becky is an operating room nurse in the Delaware, Ohio
hospital.
Bruce Quick '92 earned a master's degree in interpretive
speech from Pensacola Christian College in Florida in
May 1995. Over 1500 people attended his master's
speech recital on evangelist Billy Sunday. During the
summer, Bruce continues his education at Baptist Bible
Seminary in Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania, pursuing a
master's degree in religious education. Bruce will teach
Bible and speech at Pensacola Christian College.
Tonya Swackhamer '92 successfully completed a juris
doctor degree at Ohio Northern University College of
Law in May 1995.
Matt Brown '93 earned a master of science degree in
mental health counseling from Wright State University.
A resident of Dayton, Ohio, Matt is a crisis counselor for
the Eastway Corporation.
Amy Riniker '93 completed a nine-month internship at
Mainstay Youth Services in Park Ridge, Illinois while
pursuing a master's degree. On May 6, 1995, Amy
received her degree in clinical psychology from Wheaton
College Graduate School. In the summer of 1995, Amy
traveled to Romania with a team from Youth With a
Mission.
Ginny Stevenson '93 spent two years in Japan as a shortterm missionary, teaching English and Bible at a
Japanese church. Currently, Ginny is a foster care social
worker at Bethanna in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Connie Winch '93 is a technical writer with Macola, Inc.
in Marion, Ohio, a leading developer of business
management software. Connie resides in Columbus.
Stephanie Winchip '93 lives in Xenia, Ohio. She is
itinerary coordinator in the Christian Ministries
Department of Cedarville College.
Katherine Baier '94 enjoys her ministry as a staff
assistant with Campus Bible Fellowship, while attending
Cedar Hills Baptist Church in Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Katherine is a registered nurse on the neurology floor at
Cleveland Clinic.
Georgia Hickman '94 is pursuing a doctorate in
molecular genetics from The Ohio State University in
Columbus, Ohio. She received a university fellowship for
her first year of graduate study.
Tim Keib '94 teaches government and history at
Crestline High School in Crestline, Ohio. A former track
and field athlete at Cedarville College, Tim anticipates
coaching track and football as well.
Gerson Moreno-Riano '94 was inducted into the
Political Science National Honor Society in April 1995.
Gerson has a political science teaching assistantship at
the University of Cincinnati.
Maureen Prusinowski'94 enjoys her position at Shady
Grove Adventist Hospital, where she is a registered nurse
on the medical-surgical floor. Maureen lives in
Rockville, Maryland.
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CedarNet, Cedarville's campuswide computer network, continues
to be an integral part of campus life. Over 95 percent of dormitory
rooms are equipped with a computer workstation. Also, the
College replaced many older computers with Pentium processors,
one of the fastest processors available to computer users today.
Cedarville also opened its World Wide Web pages on the Internet,
allowing computer users anywhere in the world to browse through
information relevant to the College. Those viewing the College's
web pages can read a letter from Dr. Dixon, read the latest alumni
news, take a virtual tour of the campus, and obtain information on
courses, professors, and campus life. The world wide web
address is http://www.cedarville.edu.
Jim Ringer '92 and Jenifer Skiles'94N
rejoiced in their love August 20, 1994 in
Hilliard, Ohio. Jim is an accountant for
Motor Panels Stamping Co., while
Jenifer is a nanny for a congressman's
family. The couple settled in
St. Clairsville, Ohio.
Tim Alexander '92 married Darlene Kear on June 24,
1995. The couple reside in Akron, Ohio.
David Bishop '93 and Necia Fanton were
wed December 17, 1994 in Wellsville,
New York and enjoyed a honeymoon in
Colorado. Dave is a computer network
technician at Cedarville College. A senior
at Cedarville College, Necia will complete
her biology degree in December 1995 and pursue a
graduate degree in physical therapy.
John Hill '93 and Lisa Coe '95
became one in Christ June 17, 1995 at
Grandville Baptist Church in
Michigan. Chad Coe '93, Lisa's
brother, officiated. After a
honeymoon in the Virgin Islands, the
Hills reside in Hagerstown, Maryland.
Ronald Miller '93 and Robyn St. John '93 rejoiced in
marriage November 19, 1994. Ronald is a project
accountant at OHM Corporation, an environmental
remediation company. Robyn works as a sales assistant
for Society Investments in Cincinnati, Ohio. The Millers
live in Franklin, Ohio.
Deidre Moore '93 and Jeff Buckingham '94 united
their lives June 9, 1995. The couple enjoyed a San
Francisco bus tour and an Alaskan cruise for their
honeymoon. Jeff is a biological researcher at Ball State
University in Muncie, Indiana.
Jeff Robey '93 and Jackie
Bondorff'95 became one in marriage
July 22, 1995 in Hackensack, New
Jersey. They spent their honeymoon
with Hurricane Erin in the Bahamas!
The Robeys reside in Cincinnati, Ohio,
where Jeff is employed with Great
American Life Insurance Company.
Jeff Cone '94 and Rebecca Childers '94
rejoiced in marriage December 17, 1994
Helen Jean Moose '68 and Hilbert
and honeymooned in St. Thomas, Virgin
Zwyghuizen were united in Christ
Islands. Jeff, also a graduate of the
May 12, 1995. The newlyweds reside
Reading Bureau of Police Academy,is a
at Missionary Acres in Silva,
craftsman and machinist at Conestoga
Missouri.
Wood Specialties. Becky is a customer
Debra Berdy '87 and Jeff Kilmer began
service representative at GRACO Children's Products
their life as one October 29, 1994, and
and teaches piano lessons at home.
reside in Akron, Ohio. For the second
Harold Edington '94 and Jean Kurtz'94 were united
year, the Kilmers participated in the
as one April 8, 1995. Jean is a surgical nurse at Lakeland
Cleveland Alumni Gathering at Jacobs
Medical Center in Elkhorn, Wisconsin.
Field, cheering for the Indians.
Ruth Heyd '94 and David Ausema
Eric Johnson '88 and Shelley Komendat married
joined their lives August 5, 1995 in
April 22, 1995 in Willoughby, Ohio and settled in
Erie, Pennsylvania. Ruth teaches K-2
Painesville, Ohio. A chemist, Eric works for American
music in Blue Island, Illinois. David is
Polymer Standards in Mentor, Ohio. Shelley is
in design and sales at Chesterfield
employed by Painesville City Schools.
Beth Keyes'88 and Donald Nelson rejoiced in marriage Swing Company. The couple reside in
Homewood,Illinois.
July 1, 1995. The couple spent their honeymoon in
Jamaica. Beth works for the Erie County Medical Center Eric Martin '94 and Jill Thompson '94
were united in marriage May 13, 1995 in
in Buffalo, New York.
Eldora, Iowa. Eric is pursuing a master's
Gil McClanahan '88 and Connie Geiger celebrated
degree in cardiac rehabilitation from
their love in marriage August 20, 1994 at West Park
Marshall University in West Virginia. Jill
Baptist Church in Knoxville, Tennessee. Gil is pursuing
is pursuing a physical therapy assistant
a career in television broadcasting.
Lisa Davidson '89 and Paul McGrady '93 became one degree from Shawnee State University.
The Thompsons attend Grace Gospel Church in
in Christ June 10, 1995. Paul is attending law school.
Huntington.
The couple have made their home in Chicago, Illinois.
Brian Megilligan '94 and Janet
Steve Lesko '90 and Melanie Glass celebrated their
Chezik '94 celebrated their union May
marriage July 30, 1995 in Annapolis, Maryland. The
couple reside in College Park, Maryland, where both are 20, 1995 in Waverly,Iowa. The couple
honeymooned at a bed-and-breakfast
graduate students.
on the Mississippi River. Brian is
Katie Pontius '90 and Daryl Wehmeyer married
pursuing a graduate degree in music
April 1, 1995 in Mason, Ohio. Katie recently received
from Kent State University, and Janet
her master's degree in communication arts from the
works in cosmetics.
University of Cincinnati. The couple reside in
Jim Murphy '94 and Janie
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Shari Smith '90 and Charlie Brown rejoiced in marriage Barrett'95 became husband and wife
July 8, 1995. After a honeymoon in
July 2, 1994. The couple enjoyed a honeymoon in the
Virgin Islands and live in Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin. Hilton Head, North Carolina, the
Barretts returned to Springfield, Ohio.
Shari works as as claims adjuster for Sentry Insurance,
Jim has been "blessed with the
and Charlie is a used car sales manager.
Paula Hines '91 and Phil Miller were wed April 8, 1995 opportunity to guide sixth grade students" as he teaches
at Northwestern Middle School in Springfield, Ohio. In
in Ashland, Ohio. The Millers reside in Millersburg,
the fall, Janie will complete her student teaching at Reid
Ohio, where Paula is a secretary and Phil works in
Elementary School.
construction.
Brad Ooms'94N and Tricia Dunlap exchanged wedding
Diane Mitchell '91 and Joseph Pruett
vows June 10, 1994 at East White Oak Bible Church in
became one in Christ March 25, 1995.
Carlock, Illinois. Brad works in the computer operations
The couple returned to Pocahontas,
department of Country Companies, while Tricia teaches
Illinois after a honeymoon in Cozumel,
first grade.
Mexico. Diane is a WIC nurse and
Deborah Perkins '94 and Keith Hurt'95 were married
childbirth educator. Joseph is a
June 10, 1995 and reside in Whitehall, Ohio. Debbie is a
machinist with Olin Corporation.
high school math teacher at Liberty Christian Academy.
Beverly Nelson '91 and Tom LaPolla
Keith is employed by Franklin County Board of Mental
exchanged wedding vows April 29,
Retardation.
1995 at the First Alliance Church in
Heather Peters '94 and Kevin Fath '95 celebrated their
Columbus, Ohio. Tom is a technical
love April 29, 1995. Heather works with Greene County
support manager with IMS of
Children's Services.
Columbus. A certified public
accountant, Beverly works for Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc.
Gabriella Rajna '94 is pursuing a master's degree in
violin performance with a string pedagogy emphasis at
Ohio University. Gabriella hopes to complete her
studies by June 1996.
Nicki Silvera '94 is pursuing a master's degree in
ministry with an emphasis in counseling and inner city
ministries. She volunteers at Inner City Impact working
with junior and senior high youth. Nicki prays that God
will use her to reach these young people.
Jolie Sissom '94 enjoys her marketing responsibilities
as admissions director for Manor Health Care. Jolie is
based at the Americana Health Care Center in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Brock Smith '94 is a sleep disorder lab technician at
Kettering Memorial Hospital. A resident of Fairborn,
Brock attends Believer's Assembly in Dayton, Ohio.
Ryan Van Deusen '94 entered the police academy for
Winston-Salem, North Carolina in August 1995. Ryan
anticipates many opportunities to share Christ.
Stephanie Wilson '94 works in the loan department for
Farmer's Bank in Frankfort, Indiana. Stephanie teaches
over 30 students in her private piano studio.
Mark Wong '94 is employed by BMC West
Corporation of Boise, Idaho as a Unix support and
computer systems analyst. Mark lives in Caldwell and
attends Montana Avenue Baptist Church.
Jocelyn Scharfe Kakkuri '95 began working as
receptionist in the Cedarville College admissions office
on July 10, 1995. She and her husband, Mark '93,
reside in Cedarville. Mark is a professional writer in
Cedarville's public relations department. The Kakkuris
celebrated their one-year anniversary on August 6, 1995
and enjoy serving the Lord together at the College.
Dan Zerby '95 was commissioned into
the U.S. Army on June 3, 1995.
Preparing to serve with the military
police, he will begin duty in Alabama
in October. Dan's parents are Terry '62
and Sandy Hammerstrom Zerby '62.
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Ruth Hamilton '95 joined the Alumni Office staff on
July 10, 1995. After serving Cedarville alumni during the
1994-95 school year as a part-time student secretary,
Ruth eagerly jumped into many familiar tasks in her
new position—correspondence, answering phone calls,
and working with Undergraduate Alumni Association
members. Ruth has also accepted the challenge of
creating and maintaining the Cedarville College
Electronic Alumni Page called "Alumni Link" on the
World Wide Web. Internet surfers can look for this news
bulletin in connection with Cedarville's home page
beginning in September. Welcome, Ruth!
Julie Lynn Burns '95 and Doug Ashley exchanged
wedding vows July 29, 1995 and settled in Aurora,
Colorado. Doug is a bank vault teller and looks forward to
attending Denver Seminary in 1996.
Tim Cowley '95 married Naomi Jensen '95 June 10,
1995. Tim works with "Films for Christ," designing
screensavers that promote creationism and experimenting
with future CD-ROM programs. The couple reside in
Mesa, Arizona.
Jeff Miller '95N and Kim Pletcher '95N celebrated their
love in marriage June 17, 1995. The couple reside in
Cedarville, Ohio.
Jennifer Porter '95 and Jason Kuna became one in Christ
June 10, 1995. Jennifer is pursuing a career in juvenile
corrections.
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Judy Rehn Spencer '69 and her husband, Christian,
rejoice in the birth of their thirteenth child, Megaly
Poema. Megaly joined four sisters and eight brothers on
June 25, 1995. Judy teaches the children at home while
pursuing a graduate degree in educational measurements
and assessments. Christian serves as general legal counsel
for the Alabama Family Alliance.
Jim '80 and Beth Summerlin Leightenheimer '80
welcomed Jacob Logan on June 1, 1995. Jim is assistant
professor of broadcasting at Cedarville College.
Eric Wyse '80N and his wife, Dawn,
celebrate the birth of Anna Katherine on
March 10, 1995. She joins a brother,
John Windham (3), in Nashville,
Tennessee. Eric is director of video for
Warner Alliance, the gospel division of
Warner Bros. Records. He is also organist at St.
Bartholomew's Episcopal Church. Dawn works out of
their home as an art director and songwriter.
Jennifer Raught Brock '83 and her husband, David,
celebrate the birth of Samuel David Gregory on June 15,
1995. Sam joins a sister, Olivia (2), in Clarks Summit,
Pennsylvania. Jennifer is a public information and media
relations specialist at the Pennsylvania State University's
Worthington-Scranton campus. David is an occupational
therapist at Community Medical Center. Both are active
members of Hope Church and are on the charter board of
governors for The Geneva School, a classical Christian
school opening in September 1996.
Dan Girton '83 and his wife, Lynne, share their joy in
the birth of Karen Marielle on March 13, 1995. Karen
joins Amanda (5), Brian (4), and Jennifer(2)at home. A
captain in the U.S. Air Force, Dan is a computer expert in
the Air Intelligence Agency. He and his family are
stationed at Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio, Texas.
Jeff Summerlin '83 and his wife, Kathy, welcomed
Spencer Jeffrey to their family May 16, 1995. Spence
joins Chase(4)and Samuel(2)in Cincinnati, Ohio. Jeff is
a pharmaceutical sales representative with Wyeth-Ayerst
Laboratories. Active in children's ministries, the
Summerlins also lead the single adult ministry at
Tri-County Baptist Church.
Amy Harvey Conrad '84 and her husband, Brian,
joyfully announce Everett Blake, born June 26, 1995. He
joins a sister, Ashtyn Brooke, in Wheaton, Illinois. Amy
is a computer consultant for a local software services
firm, and Brian is a funeral director.
Deanne Rice Fain '84 and her husband, Jay, gladly
welcome Rachel Lyn to their home in LaGrange, Georgia.
In spite of a difficult pregnancy, the Fains praise God that
Rachel arrived safely on May 1, 1995. While Deanne
cares for Rachel and Tiffany (4), Jay is an electrical
engineer for Millikin.
Tom '84 and Chris Friesen Greenwood '89
were blessed with the addition of Tyler Sharp
on November 2, 1994. Tyler joins Kimberly
(3)at home in Springfield, Ohio.
Charlyn Wiles Rhodes'84N and her
husband, Jeff, rejoice in the miracle of Jenna
Suzanne, born after ten years of marriage. Jenna arrived
on June 7, 1995 in West Palm Beach, Florida. Char and
Jeff praise God for this answer to many prayers!
Ben '85 and Miriam Stoltzfus Herr '88 celebrate the
arrival of Taylor Jordan on September 3, 1994. Miriam
holds a master's degree in social agencies counseling
from the University of Dayton. Ben has finished the
coursework for a doctor of psychology degree from
Wright State University. In August, the Hens moved to
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where Ben will complete a
one-year residency at Philhaven, a Christian psychiatric
hospital.
Doug '85 and Chrissy Friedkin Miller '88
rejoice in the birth of Aaron Douglas on
May 25, 1995. Aaron was welcomed by a
brother, Drew (3), at home in Springfield,
Ohio.
Mark Walter '85N and his wife, Jody,
welcomed Mark Henry, Jr. on March 22, 1995. He joins a
sister, Rachel (3). The Walters reside in Des Moines,
Iowa, where Mark owns an insurance agency for
Preferred Risk Mutual.

Construction is nearly complete on two new residence halls and
a conference center. Students will move into McKinney Hall for
women and McChesney Hall for men fall quarter. Between the
two buildings is the Miter Conference Center (pictured). The
dorm and conference center complex will serve as the welcome
and registration site for future summer conferences on campus.
For example, the Association of Christian Librarians is
anticipating holding their annual conference at Cedarville in June
1996. Alumni who are members of groups which might be able
to use the conference facilities are welcome to call the Campus
Activities Office at 513-766-7955.

Sonya Nichols Burton '86 and her husband, Mike,
welcome Mallory Nichole to their home in Port
Charlotte, Florida. Mallory was born March 22, 1995.
Steve Cremean '86 and his wife, Mary, rejoice in the
birth of Brittany Lynn, their first child. Born January 30,
1995, Brittany joins her family in Lynchburg, Virginia.
Bryan Crump '86 and his wife, Dawn,joyfully
welcome Tyler Bryan to their home in Auburn Hills,
Michigan. Tyler was born June 1, 1995. In addition to
teaching geometry and physics, Bryan is the computer
network administrator and cross-country coach for
Oakland Christian School. Dawn cares for Tyler while
working at home as a medical transcriptionist.
Cyndia Long Inlow '86 and her husband,
John, celebrate the arrival of Christine Lynn
on November 1, 1994. The Inlows also enjoy
a son, John Caleb (3). Cyndia is pursuing a
master's degree in elementary education
from Miami University.
Tami Eimers Meoak '86 and her husband,
Robert'88, praise God for the arrival of Joel
Andrew on May 28, 1995. The Meoaks
reside in Mason,Ohio, where Bob is a plant
health care technician for Davey Tree
Company. Tami works in the advertising
department for Southwestern Publishing Company. In
January 1996, Tami will teach a class in the professional
writing program at Cedarville College.
Missy MacMichael Reimer '86 and her husband, Jay,
share their happiness in the birth of Jennifer Lauren.
Jennifer joined a brother, David, on June 9, 1995. The
Reimers reside in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
Steve Cox '87 and his wife, Mirian, welcome Stephanie
Susan, born April 11, 1995. Stephanie joins a brother,
Kevin. The Cox family is on furlough from their ministry
with Word of Life in Brazil.
Kim Potts Eldred '87 and her husband, Jim, celebrate
the birth of James III on September 30, 1994. In May
1994, Kim earned a master of science degree in
accounting from Old Dominion University in Virginia. A
certified public accountant, Kim is employed by
Lawrence, Mazzoni and Company in Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania. Jim is a systems engineer for EMCEE
Broadcast Products.
John '87 and Melanie Neudeck Irving '85 praise God
for the birth of Kaleb Arim on July 5, 1995. Kaleb joins
Nathan (7), Eleah (5), and Jessalyn (2) at their home in
Franklinville, New York.
Dan '87 and Donna Snyder Morris'87 are delighted
with the arrival of Adessa Marie. Adessa joined brothers
Daniel(5)and Ray(3)on May 25, 1995
Kevin '87 and Shawna Denney
Shaw '87, along with Dylan (3)and
Carly (2), are pleased to announce the
birth of Aubrey LeeAnn on
October 26, 1994. Kevin is
communications director for Michigan
State University. Shawna enjoys
caring for their children in Lansing, Michigan.
Eric '87 and Tracy McCoy Shrum '87
celebrate the arrival of a second daughter,
Laurel Elizabeth. Laurel joined Tori(1)on
April 16, 1995. The Shrums reside in
Miamisburg, Ohio.
David '87 and Gina Long Zehrung '87joyfully
welcome their third son, Logan Harris. Logan joined
Landis(4)and Levi(2)on April 28, 1995. David is
pursuing a doctorate of psychology at George Mason
University in Fairfax, Virginia. Gina enjoys being a fulltime wife and mother.
David Beal '88 and his wife, Shelly, celebrate the birth
of Matthew Anthony on May 31, 1995. The Beals live in
Arlington, Ohio.
Bob '88 and Susan Dean Bowman '87 share their joy in
the birth of Hannah Christine. Hannah joined sister Joy
(2)on May 18, 1995. Bob is an attorney with Camden
Regional Legal Services in New Jersey.
Valerie Teed Christensen '88 and her
husband, Joel '90N, share their happiness in
the birth of Jonathan Earl on February 12,
1995. He joins Adam (2)at home in Olathe,
Kansas.
Melissa Runion Elliott'88 and her
husband, Tim,share their joy in the birth of Naomi
Grace on January 8, 1995. The Elliotts reside in
Roanoke, Virginia with another daughter, Chloe (1).
Lois Cummings Frasier '88 and her husband, Daniel,
celebrate the arrival of their first child, Dawson Daniel,
on July 10, 1995. The Frasiers reside in Woburn,
Massachusetts, where paniel is a manufacturer's
representative.
Tim '88 and Connie Harvey Gault'87
joyfully announce the birth of Hannah
Noelle on March 28, 1995. In April 1995,
Tim graduated from Dallas Theological
Seminary. Connie works for an advertising
agency in downtown Dallas, Texas.
Jim '88 and Kim Bailey Jacobs '90 rejoice in the birth
of Elisa on May 2, 1995. Jim is a physician with Raleigh
Medical Group in Raleigh, North Carolina.

The college family will miss Robert and Grace
Beikert who retired from their longtime ministry in
the College Bookstore at the close of the 1994-95
school year. Bob became Bookstore manager in
1986 after coming to the College in 1977 to serve as
director of personnel. Through the years, Grace had
responsibility for accounts payable and was card
and gift buyer for the bookstore. The Beikerts plan a
new volunteer ministry, perhaps in home mission
projects. Their children are Barbara Wyer '77, Beth
Stoner '80, Bonnie Vickman '83, and Robert, Jr. '85.

Mike '92 and Jennifer Libby Phillips '92 are pleased to
Steve Moyer '88 and his wife, Marge, are
announce the arrival of their first child, Elizabeth Jane.
pleased to welcome Megan Elizabeth, born
"Libby" was born June 1, 1995 and joins her parents in
September 18, 1994. Steve is a cost analyst
Augusta, Maine. Mike graduated with honors from law
with the PQ Corporation in Valley Forge,
school in May 1995 and began as director of operations
Pennsylvania.
with the Maine Christian Civic League in August.
Richard '89 and Heidi Petros Danhof'88
Paul'92 and Joan Wilson Smoot'85N joyfully
are blessed in the birth of Luke Henry on
welcome Hannah Joy, born July 22, 1995. Hannah joins
February 15, 1995. The Danhofs reside in
Lydia(1)in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Centerville, Ohio.
Paul'92N and Jackie Rohm Wetzel'92
Kendra Herrold Mauger '89 and her
share their happiness in the birth of a son,
husband, Todd, celebrate the birth of Todd
Channing on May 23, 1995. Channing joins his family in Derek Paul. Derek joined his family in
Tipp City, Ohio on June 11, 1995.
Boyertown, Pennsylvania.
Grandparents Bob '68 and Lynn
Chuck '89N and Terri MacPherson Petrie'89N
Amstutz Rohm '68 delight in the new
joyfully welcome Benjamin David, born November 12,
arrival as well!
1994. He joins Matthew (6)and Emily(5)in Ft. Bragg,
David '94 and Anne Larr Holmes'94 are blessed with
North Carolina. Terri enjoys being home with the
the birth of Charles Glen on July 5, 1995. The family
children, while Chuck flies Blackhawk helicopters for
resides in Centerburg, Ohio, where David is a member of
the U.S. Army.
the Hilliard Township-Centerburg Volunteer Fire
Peggy Wildman Richter '89 and her
Department.
husband, Lee, praise God for Duncan Lee,
born October 9, 1994. After receiving her
master of arts degree from the University of
Texas, Peggy is employed as a third-grade
reading specialist in Midland, Texas. Lee is
self-employed and serves Crestview Baptist
Church as a financial counselor.
Doris Swaby Spencer '33 went to be with the Lord
Jeff'89 and Julie Titus Sanders'90 rejoice
June 5, 1995 at the age of 84. A member of the Clifton
in the birth of JoHanna Marie on
United Presbyterian Church, Doris was a teacher in
December 31, 1994. The Sanders praise the
southwest Ohio for over 20 years. Our sympathies are
Lord for preserving JoHanna's life after
shared with her husband of 57 years, Charles
several days in intensive care. To complete a
Spencer '33.
master's degree from Baptist Bible Seminary
Doug Gottwals '70N joined his Saviour July 27, 1995
in Clarks Summit,Pennsylvania, Jeff is a pastoral intern
after suffering heart problems while on a business trip in
at Grace Baptist Church in Cedarville, Ohio.
Miami, Florida. Our heartfelt condolences extend to his
Rusty '89N and Kim Mitchell Snodgrass'89 celebrate
wife, Dianne(Chaffe '69), and three daughters—
the arrival of Ross Anthony on January 1, 1995. Rusty
Jessica(21), Janna(19)and Jennifer(17). Dianne is
and Kim reside in Troy, Ohio.
employed in the academic development department at
Brenda Taylor Beals '90 and her husband,
Cedarville College. Dianne's parents are Stuart'60 and
Steven, praise God for Ashley Elizabeth,
Alberta Lapham Chaffe '60.
born October 4, 1994. Residents of
Monticello, Illinois, Brenda is a kindergarten
teacher, and Steven is a research supervisor
at Cargill Seed.
Doug '90 and Melissa Berner Filter '90
happily announce the birth of April Renee on
April 25, 1995. The Filters reside in
Larry '72 and Nancy Leapline Allen '70 anticipate
Brookhaven, Pennsylvania.
God's blessing in their new ministry as dorm parents at
Burtis
Fogle
'92
and
her
husband,
Johanna
Faith Academy in The Philippines. They also hope to be
Todd '92, celebrate the arrival of Nathaniel
involved in church planting in Manila, a Roman Catholic
Todd, born July 31, 1995. Todd has completed navigator city of 12 million people. The Aliens were church
training with the U.S. Air Force and will fly C130
planters in Bangladesh for many years.
planes. He anticipates duty near Tokyo, Japan.
Marty '78 and Denise Gawthrop Shaw '78 have
Bobby '90 and Sara Sweetland Hile '92 rejoice in the
completed their third term in Japan with CBInternational.
Abigail
was
Susan
on
May
1995.
birth of Abigail
10,
In addition to church planting, much of Marty's time is
born in South Africa, where Bobby and Sara are
spent as field chairman, working with 30 missionaries
missionaries with ABWE.In April 1995, Bobby signed a and interfacing with the Japanese Conservative Baptist
contract to play with the Kwazulu Marlins professional
Church Association. Marty recently attended a seminar in
basketball team in order to develop a team chaplain
London, England on developing and implementing
ministry.
strategic partnerships for evangelism. The Shaws
Dwayne Hoff'90 and his wife, Jennifer,
returned to the United States in June 1995 for a sevenare blessed with the arrival of Sarah
month furlough. They live in Long Prairie, Minnesota
Catherine. Sarah joined her family in
with their two children, Alison (13)and Aaron (10).
Vermillion, Ohio on April 5, 1995.
John '79 and Michele Meeker Morgan '79 returned
Dwayne is a loan officer for First Merit
after seven years in Togo, West Africa to begin a
EST Bank.
church-planting ministry in an eastern suburb of
Evette Love Pittman '90 and her
Columbus, Ohio. In July 1995, John earned a master of
husband, J.R., share their joy in the birth of
sacred theology degree from Dallas Theological
in
Joshua James. Joshua joined his family
Seminary. The Morgans enjoy three children—Sean,
Grand Rapids, Michigan on June 3, 1995.
Jason, and Dani Rae.
David '90 and Linda Garrigan Ryan '90
Nancy LaBonte Blackwell'86 and her husband, Marc,
delight in the arrival of Allison Ruth on
have been appointed to a church-planting ministry in
February 12, 1995. In May 1995, David
South Africa. The Blackwells plan to leave for the field
graduated from Baptist Bible Seminary in Pennsylvania.
August 1996, where Mark will act as interim pastor at
in
He is an assistant pastor at Stanford Baptist Church in
Community Baptist Church in Cape Town,South Africa.
Stanford, Indiana.
Shirley Miller '87 will serve with Campus Crusade in
Tim '91 and Kathy Reed Steiner '91 celebrate the birth
Ukraine for one year. Shirley was a teacher in
of Jared Reed on December 3, 1994. To finish seminary, Watsontown, Pennsylvania.
Tim will complete a one-year internship at Bible Baptist
Raechelle Brooks'94 is a missionary appointee with
Church in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Missionary Union in Kansas City, Missouri. In
Gospel
Larry '92N and Kate Rockey Gross '91
addition
to deputation to raise support, she is working
rejoice in the birth of Elya KayEllen on
toward a master's degree in TEFL at Columbia Biblical
September 10, 1994. Larry finished his
Seminary. Raechelle hopes to leave for Czech Republic
electrical engineering degree from
in
August 1996.
Washington State University in 1992. After
three years with Pacific Gas & Electric in
Sacramento, California, they returned to Washington.
Larry is now employed by Schweitzer Engineering
Laboratories, while Kate enjoys being a homemaker.
Terri Crouse Harmon '92 and her husband, Robert,
praise God for the birth of Rachel Violet on June 23,
1995. The Harmons are missionaries in Senegal, West
Africa and have another daughter, Katie.
David '92 and Rebecca Reed Mills '92 happily
announce the birth of a daughter, Taylor Elyse. Born
May 7, 1995, Taylor joins her parents in Dayton, Ohio.
David is an instructor of philosophy at Cedarville
College.
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Women's Volleyball
Coac

at y

reese

13- 66- 761

18

September
1,2
5
7
8,9
12
13
16
21
22,23
26
29
30

at University of Michigan-Dearborn
UNIVERSITY OF FINDLAY
at Shawnee State University
CEDARVILLE INVITATIONAL
at Tiffin University
at Kenyon College
at Bethel College
OHIO DOMINICAN COLLEGE
at Ohio Wesleyan Invitational
at Urbana University
WALSH UNIVERSITY
MALONE COLLEGE

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

MT. VERNON NAZARENE COLLEGE 7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
7:00 p.m.
at Ohio Dominican College
at St. Francis College
7:00 p.m.
at University of Findlay
7:00 p.m.
at University of Rio Grande
NCCAA Districts at Taylor University (Indiana)
7:00 p.m.
URBANA UNIVERSITY
7:00 p.m.
at Mt. Vernon Nazarene College
7:00 p.m.
at Walsh University
at Malone College
1:00 p.m.
TIFFIN UNIVERSITY
6:30 p.m.

November
1
7

11:00 a.m.(M •
10:30 a.m.(W)
11:45 a.m.(M)

Coach John McGillivray 513-766-775
September

October
3
5
12
14
16
18
20,21
23
26
27
28
31

0
John Bryan State Park
at NALA Nationals
Kenosha, Wisconsin

2
5
8
9
14
16
19
23
27
30

at Mt. Vernon Nazarene
2:00 p.
at Denison University
4:00 p.m
at Bryan College vs. Bryan College
4:30 p.
at Bryan College vs. Toccoa Falls
11:00 a.
at Otterbein
4:00 p.m
TIFFIN UNIVERSITY
2:00 p.
at Bluffton College
4:00 p.
WALSH UNIVERSITY
2:00 p.
at Malone College
4:00 p.
at Huntington College
2:00/1:00 ES

October
4
7
10
12
18
21
25
28

WITTENBURG UNIVERSITY
at Indiana Wesleyan University
3:30/2:30 ES
WILMINGTON COLLEGE
4:00 p.
at Ohio Dominican College
4:00 p.
UNIVERSITY OF RIO GRANDE
3:30 p.
ASBURY COLLEGE
3:00 p.
at University of Findlay
4:00 p.
1:00 p
at Shawnee State University

November
4

at Ashland University

1:00 p.

6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF RIO GRANDE
CENTRAL STATE UNIVERSITY

Coach Kathy Freese 513-766-7761
November
Coach Elvin King 513-766-7758
September
2
16
23
30

at Asbury Invitational
10:00 a.m.(W)
Wilmore, Kentucky
10:45 a.m.(M)
at Midwest Collegiate
12:00 p.m.(W)
Kenosha, Wisconsin
12:45 p.m.(M)
FRIENDSHIP INVITATIONAL 10:00 a.m.(W)
John Bryan State Park
10:40 a.m.(
at Greensboro Cross Country Invitational
Greensboro, North Carolina

October
13
21

at Ohio Intercollegiate
Delaware, Ohio
at Gettysburg Invitational
Gettysburg,Pennsylvania
MID-OHIO CONFERENCE
John Bryan State Park

TIP-OFF CLASSIC
Spring Arbor vs. Grace College
4:30 p.
Cedarville vs. Wilberforce University
6:30 p.
11
TIP-OFF CLASSIC
1:00/3:00 p.
14
GEORGETOWN COLLEGE(Kentucky)
17, 18 at Huntington Tournament
21
at Taylor University
at flu
liege

oac

ef

eep 5

6-7755

November
2:00 p.m.(W)
2:45 p.m.(M)
11:00 a.m.(W)
12:00 p.m.(M)

10
14
17-18
27

10:15 a.m.(W)
11:00 a.m.(M)

r
040
0
spire'
complete men's and women's basketball
schedules. For further information, call the
Athletic Office at 513-766-7755.

November
4

10

ROBERT MORRIS COLLEGE
8:30 p.
UNIV. OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN 7:30 p.m,
CEDARVILLE INVITATIONAL 6:00/8:00 p.m.
at Ashland University
7:30 p.

